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DISC develops online cultural heritage, scholarly and educational resources for UNM students, researchers, and the public.

Our Goals:

- provide access to UNM and state-wide special collections
- promote open access through collaborative and integrated projects
- coordinate and manage large image and multimedia digitization projects
- develop and maintain special project websites
- provide technical and program support for cooperative digital projects

About DISC

The DISC Center is located in Zimmerman, at the bottom of the main stairwell, Room B25. The DISC suite includes an exhibition space with a digital wall of ongoing and upcoming projects. In addition, DISC hosts office spaces, work stations, and equipment and storage to facilitate onsite digitization project work in multimedia formats.
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DISC organizes courses, presentations and workshops on a variety of research and information management subjects:

- **Graduate Resource Center Workshops:**
  - Introduction to Digital Humanities (Available online)
  - Presentation Tools and Technologies (Available online)
  - Software Applications for Data Analysis (Available online)

- **Organizational, Information and Learning Sciences (OILS) Department:**
  - OILS 513, Information and Knowledge Management (Next class offering, Fall 2018)

- **New Mexico Library Association:**
  - Programs offered to librarians through Conference Sessions and the Digital Collections Special Interest Group (Annual and Mini Conferences)

- **DISC Training Programs:**
  - User training for ContentDM, RMOA and UNM Digital Repository Users
    (email disc@unm.edu to schedule)
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Digital Initiatives Projects

- **Tony Hillerman Portal** - An interactive guide to the life and work of Tony Hillerman.
- **Rudolfo Anaya Digital Archive** - A comprehensive online guide to Anaya's work.
- **A Most Splendid Company** (in progress) - Resource to accompany Richard & Shirley Flint's New Book.
- **Senator Bingaman Digital Archive** - Website dedicated to New Mexico Senator Jeff Bingaman's public career.
- **Spanish Colonial Documents** - Digital reproductions of historic Spanish Colonial documents about New Mexico.
- **UNM Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes Digitization Project** - Digital conversion of UNM Faculty Senate minutes from the 1920's through the present.
- **UNM Sports History Digital Archive** - Online video of UNM Sports games from the 1940's to the present.
- **UNM Theses and Dissertations Digitization Project** - Digital conversion of UNM student publications from the 1930's through the 1970's.
- **Working People's History of New Mexico** - Online Oral histories by New Mexico Labor Leaders.

Digital Exhibits

- **Route 66 Photographic Survey and Exhibit** (in progress)
- **Ornithological Illustrations from SOLA Publications**
- **And Yet She Persisted**
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